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The focus of my PhD research is on software release and iteration planning to support the development
coordination in agile development organizations in both co-located and distributed environments. The
main contribution of the research proves the design, application and validation of an Integrated Agile
Planning Approach (IAPA). My elaborated IAPA supports development coordinators to cope with the
complexity and the dynamics of software development by providing conceptual models, optimization
models and algorithms for semi-automatic software release and iteration planning.

Industrial software development is a highly complex and dynamic process. The success of software
organizations depends on the effectiveness and efficiency of development activities where development
coordination takes a key role. The coordination usually faces a decision problem which aim is to de-
termine which features should be delivered in the next sequence of releases. The result of this decision
making is manifested by release plans. These plans give a description about which features to implement
in which software systems’ deliveries to provide maximal business value. Once the features are selected
the coordination usually meets an other decision problem which goal is to find out how to realize the
planned features. The outcomes of this decision making are expressed by iteration plans, which establish
resource allocation to the realization tasks of features while they consider the constraints of delivery.

The presented contribution is fundamentally different from the existing – mainly intuitive – methods in its
information fusion and its mathematical optimization approach. Integration of managerial and software
engineering information, and the provided algorithmic optimization methods easily resolves complex
decision situations, gives the business increased visibility, and it can also provide constantly up-to-date
decision supports considering changes necessitated by shifting business priorities.

The IAPA was worked out in the frame of the Pythia research project which was supported in part by a
GVOP grant.

The IAPA is implemented in three prototypes and has been successfully applied in everyday basis for
many years at a software development organization. The effectiveness and efficiency of the approach are
supported with empirical evidence from industrial case studies and post-mortem simulations.
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1 Synopsis

Modern software development methodologies (e.g. RUP, XP, FDD, Scrum [29, 30, 31, 32]) rely on Iter-

ative Development Processes (IDP) and implement different best practices depending on multiple factors
like application domain, development environment etc. The common characteristic of different IDPs is
the staged-delivery (or incremental) approach which constitutes to cyclic development lifecycle. This
lifecycle defines a delivery process of software product versions. This process starts with an initial plan-
ning of the software version delivery and in each cycle it ends with software product deployment to the
customer’s site. The core element of IDP is a harmonization of software version scheduling with the pri-
orities of the different functionalities. Scheduled delivery produces a gradually evolving series of subsets
of the final product that increasingly covers the essential needs of the user along his/her priorities. This
multifaced process provides a vehicle for analysis and experience based feedback during the development
and gradual training for the customers. Its principle is derived from client-valued functionality perspec-
tive by delivering tangible full functional software for the individual subproblems within the predefined
constraints, namely scope, resource, time and quality [30, 32].

In the late 1990’s several new methodologies began to get increasing public attention. Each had a different
combination of new ideas and altered old ideas. However, they all emphasized 1) close collaboration
between the programmers and business experts; 2) face-to-face communication between programmers
and customers (as more efficient than written documentation); 3) frequent delivery of new deliverable
business value; and 4) tightly cooperative and self-organizing teams [33]. These characteristics formed
the idea of agile software development.

The agile methodology was created as a reaction to the unsuccessfulness of plan-based (or rigid) method-
ologies – that led to the software crisis in the late 90s – to provide support the adaptation to the frequently
changing and rapidly evolving user demands. The plan-based approach can be considered as ’rational-
ized and engineering-based approach’ since it claims that problems are fully specifiable and optimal and
predictable solutions exist for every problem therefore it follows the predictive planning strategy. It ad-
vocates extensive planning, codified processes, and rigorous reuse to make development an efficient and
predictable activity [34, 35]. In contrast with plan-based methods, agile processes address the challenge
of an unpredictable world by relying on ’people and their creativity rather than on processes’ [34, 35].
Agile methods typically use the adaptive planning approach and it includes typically three kind of plans
with frequent feedback loops: a coarse-grained long-time (release), a normal-grained short-time (iter-
ation) and a fine-grained daily plan [36, 37, 38]. Each planning level is responsible for realizing the
objectives of both the given and its superior level.

1.1 Motivation and Relevancy of the Research

Agile processes offer numerous benefits to organizations including quicker return on investment (ROI),
higher product quality, and better customer satisfaction [39]. However they lack sound methodological
support of agile release and iteration planning – contrary to the traditional, plan-based approaches. The
previously cited survey [39] points out that the second and the fifth principal factors from the identified
26 ones are iteration and release planning respectively. Besides these facts the survey also revealed the
13 most commonly cited greatest concerns listed by respondents about adopting agile within companies.
The three out of the five most important ones are 1) the loss of management control (36%), 2) the lack
of upfront planning (33%) and 3) the lack of predictability (27%). These considerations are closely

v
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connected with the present informal practice of agile planning. These critics underline the importance of
providing a more established method for agile planning that lacks of solid theoretical basis currently due
to its novelty. The aim of this research is to elaborate methodical support for agile release and iteration
planning in both co-located and distributed environments.

In my professional life (I have been working as a project leader and a CTO for 10 years) I faces the
before mentioned problems and difficulties on a daily basis. My personal experiences also reinforced the
deficiencies of the agile release- and iteration planning: such as lack of upfront planning and the lack of
predictability. According to my experiences we could have been persuaded any project sponsors without
sound project plans to fund the project (both on the customer’s and the developer’s side). Therefore, in
my practice these deficiencies were surmounted with intuitively and manually constructed project plans –
in spite of the fact that this kind of planning resulted in suboptimal and sometimes contradictory plans.

1.2 Objectives of the Research

The growing pressure to reduce costs, time-to-market and to improve quality catalyzes transitions to
more automated methods and tools in software engineering to support project planning, scheduling and
decisions [40]. Although, there are some tenets to manual agile planning [41, 38] algorithmic solution
could not be found due to the relatively novel agile software development.

Considering the differences of traditional and agile software process execution (i.e. process sequence,
planning lookahead, activity performance), the planning aspect of decision support of agile release and
iteration scheduling are important and up-to-date research areas since the informal planning and schedul-
ing approaches are highly labor-intensive and error-prone. Moreover, even a minor modification on the
input data (e.g. requirements, constraints and objectives) may require rewriting the complete plan –
although the perpetual changes in the input data is a basic characteristic of agile environments.

To address this situation the goal of my research was to support scheduling aspect of decisions at release
and iteration levels. The research objectives of my work were the following ones:

RO1 Improve the productivity of agile software development planning by introducing interactive, semi-
automated methods in different phases of the development process.

RO2 Reduce cognitive complexity of agile software development planning to resolve complex decision
situations easily by formulating mathematical models.

RO3 Improve the quality of agile software development planning to provide lower level risks by con-
sidering all major planning factors (e.g. dependencies, capacities) in mathematical optimization
models.

RO4 Support decisions in agile software development planning to tailor the best plan for the specific
project context and users’ and/or customers’ feedbacks by altering constraints, capacities and pri-
orities.

RO5 Improve communication and coordination of distributed agile software development teams by in-
troducing semi-automated methods for the allocation of features to the distributed teams.

vi
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1.3 Research Methodology

The introduced objectives determined the direction of my research. The first step of the research was
to explore the decision space of agile project planning. For this reason I have constructed a consistent
ontology-styled information model to specify the components of this decision space. This model involves
the main concepts and their relations.

Next, I have formulated three combinatorial optimization problems to model the three levels of agile
project planning. These formulations provide improved efficiency and effectiveness on the different
decision levels. The main novelty of my approach lies in the mathematical precise formulation of the

problems.

Third, I have developed algorithms that solve the formulated optimization problems. The algorithms
were implemented as a part of my PROPASTM (Project Planning and Scheduling) Matlab toolbox. The
components of this toolbox are separately published1 under the MIT licence2 that makes the free access,
reuse and validation possible.

Finally, I validated my agile project planning approaches. To support the experimental validation, I
developed an MS SharePoint-based tool – named SERPATM – according to the elaborated agile conceptual
model. This tool was used to collect data for simulations from different real development projects. The
tool has been used in everyday basis for many years at a software developer company for project planning
and monitoring.

I used two validation types to check, establish and reinforce the findings of the contributions by analyzing
them from multiple perspectives – this approach is known as triangulation. One of the validation types
was a real life experiment (small number of real contexts) and the complementary one was a laboratory
experiment (large number of artificial contexts) [42].

The real life experiment helped to validate the contributions at a software developer company in real agile
software development contexts. Although every agile development process implementation is different,
the applied software process at the selected company can be regarded as typical.

On the other hand, the laboratory experiment helped to generalize the findings of the former experiments
by investigating representative large number population of generated problems (120, 360 and 480 differ-
ent cases). In order to model the typical agile development situations I carefully generated the data sets in
terms of problem complexity factors (such as features, team sizes, temporal dependencies) and environ-

mental factors (such as team distribution) that constitute the parameters of the agile planning problems.
The values of these factors were used as inputs during the laboratory experiment (simulation).

In order to determine the possible values for the problem complexity factors (parameters) I used the
results of literature reviews ([43, 44, 45, 46, 47]), surveys ([37, 39, 48, 49, 50]), conversations with agile
practitioners (especially at Agile Hungary meetups3) and my personal experiences.

The two kinds of validation types were carried out using three well-known scientific methods:

1. Post mortem analysis: I extracted representative data sets from a software development company
in order to make a comparison between the algorithmic method and the manual planning. The

1https://bitbucket.org/aszoke/matlab or via http://www.kese.hu/
2The MIT licence http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT
3http://www.meetup.com/AgileHungary/
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goal of the analysis was to compare the manual and the optimized approaches using the same input
variables.

2. Case study: I applied my algorithmic approach parallel with the manual approach in a real-life
pilot project to make comparison between the two approaches. A special integrated scheduling
tool, named PYTHIA PROJECT PLANNERTM prototypic software, was also implemented to support
the study.

3. Simulation: I carried out simulations on great number of generated representative data sets – by
varying parameters of the different scheduling problem – to get an insight into the performance
and quality of the my approach and to filter out the statistical staggering of different agile planning
situations and the variance of different development organization.

In the Chapter 7 of my dissertation the Tables 6.1-6.3 summarize the followed research methodology: the
identified problems, my elaborated solutions, its validations and the results.

2 New Scientific Results

The main contribution of the thesis lies in the design, application and validation of an Integrated Agile
Planning Approach (IAPA). The elaborated IAPA supports development coordinators to cope with the
complexity and the dynamics of software development by providing mathematical models and algorithms
for agile release- and iteration planning. The presented approach is different from the existing approaches
in two aspects:

1. The presented approach proposes mathematical precise formulations of agile planning and schedul-
ing problems. The problem formulation realizes managerial (resource and timing data) and soft-

ware engineering (deliverable requirements and defect corrections) information fusion to form a

common, consistent repository for both development and coordination. This consistent repository

can collect all necessary information for release and iteration planning of software projects. There-

fore, it can provide a solid basement of scheduling decisions in both co-located and distributed

environments.

2. The presented approach proposes mathematical optimization methods to support semi-automatic
plan generations that is based on the repository. The provided algorithms support decision making

in complex agile planning situations, gives the development process increased visibility, assists in

doing what-if analysis, and it can also provide adaptation support considering changes necessi-

tated by shifting development priorities.

The contributions have additional important characteristics: the presented optimization models represent
more general problem classes of planning and scheduling. Since these models only define the structure
of the problems, the scheduleable elements (in these cases: features, tasks) may be completely different
entities (e.g. packages, CPU operations) in other contexts. Moreover, the presented problem formula-
tions can be easily refined by constraint relaxation (e.g. removing temporal constraints) or by constraint
completion (e.g. adding resource intensity constraints) to provide solution to other similar planning and
scheduling problems.

I formed three contributions relating to the previous research goals 1.2. Contribution 1 and Contribution 2

presents my novel concepts, models and algorithms for agile release planning and agile iteration planning
respectively. Contribution 3 draws up my novel method to extend the agile release planning to distributed

viii
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environments. All of my contributions constitute to the building blocks of the Integrated Agile Planning
Approach (IAPA). In Figure 1 my contributions are summarized within the agile software development
lifecycle to provide a visual overview of the research: Contribution 1 refers to agile release planning
Contribution 2 relates to agile iteration planning and Contribution 3 refers to agile feature distribution in
distributed development environments – all of them constitute the Integrated Agile Planning Approach
(IAPA). This figure points out the inputs and outputs of the different planning steps.

Integrated Agile Planning Approach (IAPA)

Road-
mapping

Feature
partition.

Release
planning

Iteration
planning

Iteration
(γ)

Delivery

Iteration
review (φI)

Release
review (φR)

⊕ ⊕

Product vision
(π)

Desired product
(W)

Objectives,
Constraints
(OR,CR)

Objectives,
Constraints

(OI ,CI)

Release plan
(X)

Realization tasks
(A)

Iteration plan
(S)

Changes
(∆W)

Product increment
/ Product release

(W ′)

Iteration loop

Release loop

Contrib. 3 Contrib. 1 Contrib. 2

FIGURE 1: Agile Planning Cycles.

2.1 Contribution 1

The following subsection draws up my novel concepts, models and algorithms for agile release planning.
This elaborated method shows more smooth and fully padded iterations (> 80% of the total iterations
are optimal), and prevents resource overload comparing to the manual approaches. (This contribution is
detailed in the Chapter 4 of the dissertation.)

In the following, first my contribution is described, then its most mortem and simulation-based validation
are presented, and finally some practical implementation remarks can be found.

C1: I have elaborated a novel method (namely Agile Release Scheduling (ARS)) for agile
release planning to provide improved efficiency and effectiveness in release-centered de-
cisions. [C6, E13, B2, G18, I26]

C1.1 I have constructed a consistent ontology-styled information model of agile release schedul-

ing (namely Agile Release Scheduling Model (ARSM)) to specify the components of the

agile release scheduling decision space. This model involves the main concepts and their

relations, and can be applied as a conceptual model of agile release planning tools. [C6]

C1.2 I have formulated agile release scheduling as an optimization problem (namely Agile

Release Scheduling Problem (ARSP)) to provide features’ allocation considering team’s

resource capacity and minimized number of iterations as planning objective. The main

novelty of my approach lies in the mathematical precise formulation of the problem.

ix
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The elaborated problem formulation is solved with an extension of the BINARY MULTI-

PLE KNAPSACK optimization model to cover wide-ranging release planning situations

with the expression of: 1) date-driven/scope-driven scheduling, 2) dependencies be-

tween features, 3) team capacities, 4) feature priorities, 5) staged-delivery and maximal

deliverable value to the customer. [C6, E13, B2]

C1.3 I have developed a branch-and-bound binary multiple knapsack algorithm, which finds

the global optimum (time complexity is O(o ∗ n2), where n and o is the number of

features and iterations respectively) [C6, E13].

2.1.1 Mathematical Precise Formulation of Agile Release Planning

The essential aim of release planning (SAR) is to determine a feasible coarse-grained plan for the de-
velopment that determines which feature (W) in which iteration (I) will be delivered (X – feature-to-
iteration assignments). The optimized version of the release planning problem can be derived by selecting
the extreme-valued plan from the potentially feasible alternatives. This optimal release plan can be con-
sidered as a representative of KNAPSACK problems (KP) in which a set of items (features) are given
with their value (business priority) and size (required effort), and it is desired to select one or more dis-
joint subsets (iterations) so that the sum of the sizes in each subset does not exceed a given bound and the
sum of the selected values is maximized [51].

Without sound decision support the following typical constraint (i.e. CR) are managed informally (im-
plicitly and intuitively) by development coordinators: 1) iterations (I – where features should be as-
signed), 2) dependencies (D – temporal constraints between features), 3) resource capacities (R – set
of developers, e – team effectiveness factor, c – resource demands during releases), 4) priorities (p –
importance of each feature delivery), 5) effort (w – effort for developing of each features), 6) release

length (lR), and 7) iteration length (lIk).

Therefore, optimality of plans (i.e. maximal business value) is heavily based on the development coordi-
nator’s right senses – nevertheless optimized project plans are crucial from technical and economic point
of view. More formally, I can say that the design space of agile release scheduling is made up of the
previous factors (W, I,D,R, e, c,p,w, lR, lIk,X) – in short (W,CR) –, and its objective is to find an
optimal mapping of

SAR : (W,CR)→ X (1)
while it considers maximal value delivery.

2.1.2 Experimental Validation of Contribution 1

To validate my contribution, first I carried out a post mortem analysis on seven real-life representative data
sets extracted from a software development company [52]. Although every agile development process
implementation is different, the applied software process at the selected company can be regarded as
typical in terms of organization size (6 developers), applied agile methods (Scrum-like development
process) and techniques (XP development practices). At this organization, the release scheduling process
is made up of the typical agile planning steps. The goal of analysis was to compare the manual and the
optimized approaches using the same input variables.

x
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Additionally, I also carried out simulations on 120 generated representative data sets – by varying param-
eters of the scheduling problem (i.e. resource capacities (R) iteration capacity (c), release length (lR),
iteration length (lIk) and dependencies (D)) – to get an insight into the performance and quality of the
presented approach and to filter out the statistical staggering of different agile planning problems.

Post Mortem Analysis and Computational Experiments
During validation the following key questions were addressed:

- C1Q1: What are the staffing requirements over time? (i.e. dynamics ofR);
- C1Q2: How many iterations do we need per release?; (i.e. o , lR/lI ) and
- C1Q3: How buffers for contingencies are allocated? (i.e. BpR , ∆R = Rplanned −Ractual)

In the historical case, 17%, 59%, 17% of the total iterations were over- or underloaded more than or
equal to 20%, more than or equal to 10% but less than 20%, less than 10% respectively. Only 7% of
the total iterations were optimal. In contrast, in the optimized case, 0%, 4%, 12% of the total iterations
were over- or underloaded more than or equal to 20%, more than or equal to 10% but less than 20%,
less than 10% respectively. But 84% of the total iterations were optimal. As a result, in the optimized
case: staffing requirements (c.f. C1Q1) showed more smooth and fully padded iterations that mean
the algorithm strives to 1) prevent resource overload – which often yields increasing delivery risks, and
prevent resource underload – which captivates economically badly utilized iterations.

Iteration counts per releases (cf. C1Q2) of the optimized case exhibited slight differences: in some
situations (3 cases out of the total 7 cases) the algorithm had to add one more iteration to prevent resource
overload. Therefore, in real-life situations, the algorithm should be used in an iterative manner by altering
the schedule parameters (e.g. altering lI orR) – which leads to economically even better schedules.

Finally, if we consider the buffer per releases (c.f. C1Q3) that is used for contingencies in practice,
we can realize major differences also. The optimized case points out the buffer allocation property of
the algorithm: time buffers (cf. BpR) are moved to the end of releases due to the optimality criteria
(packing as many items into the iteration as possible). This characteristic indicates that the contingencies
are moved to the end of the release while dependencies are considered by the algorithm, which is more
advisable to mitigate risks of delivery slippage [53].

Based on these data sets, the quality of the release plans was defined in terms of the distances (∆) from
the theoretical maximal resource utilization (c). This distance characterizes the underload of iterations
only, since overloads are avoided by the c constraint of the release scheduling model. As a result of the
simulation, I can statistically conclude that the number of dependencies (D) negatively correlate with the
degree of resource utilization – therefore, the degree of release plan quality. On the other hand, both
the number of features and the extent of iteration capacity (c) positively correlate with the degree of
plan quality. However, in all simulation cases, the optimal packing was reached more than 95% of the
total cases. Comparing all the differently parameterized simulations with the historical case, despite the
simulation problems were much more complex than the historical one, the algorithmic approach could
outperform the manual approach in terms of release plan quality. The simulation reinforced the findings
of the post mortem analysis.

The results of experiments on representative real-life data sets and the numerous representative generated
data sets (120) indicate in the same way that my approach provides practical value as a decision support
method for agile release planning.

xi
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2.1.3 Practical Implementation for the Experimental Validation

To support the experimental validation, on the one hand, I developed an MS SharePoint-based tool –
named SERPATM – according to the conceptual model of release planning (c.f. C1.1) that is presently used
at [52]. On the other hand, I implemented a release planning algorithm (c.f. C1.2-3), namely mksched,
in Matlab [54]. The algorithm is implemented as a part of my PROPASTM (Project Planning and Schedul-
ing) Matlab toolbox. This tool was used to support the simulations.

2.2 Contribution 2

The following subsection draws up my novel concepts, models and algorithms for agile iteration plan-
ning. This elaborated method significantly improves load balancing of resources (≈ 4 − 5×), signifi-
cantly accelerates iteration scheduling production (> 50%), enables more than 10% increase in project
execution’s efficiency, and more than 50% growth in planning efficiency comparing to the traditional
approaches. (This contribution is detailed in the Chapter 5 of the dissertation.)

In the following, first my contribution is described, then its case study and simulation-based validation
are presented, and finally some practical implementation remarks can be found.

C2: I have elaborated a novel method (namely Agile Iteration Scheduling (AIS)) for itera-
tion planning to provide improved efficiency and effectiveness in iteration-centered de-
cisions. [C5, I26, D7, E9, E14, E11, E8, I25, G18, G16]

C2.1 I have constructed a consistent ontology-styled information model of agile iteration

scheduling (namely Agile Iteration Scheduling Model (AISM)) to specify the components

of the agile iteration scheduling decision space. This model involves the main concepts

and their relations, and can be applied as a conceptual model of agile iteration planning

tools. [C6, C5]

C2.2 I have formulated agile iteration scheduling as an optimization problem (namely Agile

Iteration Scheduling Problem (AISP)) to provide governance support in feature imple-

mentation sequencing. The main novelty of my approach lies in the mathematical precise

formulation of the problem. The elaborated problem formulation is solved with an exten-

sion of the RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED PROJECT SCHEDULING (RCPS) model that

considers temporal constraints, team’s resources, and defines makespan minimization

scheduling objective. Moreover, it is an extension of the RCPSP to cover the iteration

scheduling situations with the expression of 1) pre-assignments (i.e. assigning certain

tasks to resources before scheduling) and 2) timeboxed iteration duration control. [C5]

C2.3 I have developed a heuristic scheduling algorithm for the RCPSP problem. Its greedy

strategy misses the global optimal solution, but produces quick (time complexity is

clearly O(n+m)) and usually sufficient results for practical applications. [C5]

C2.4 I have constructed an information model to extend UML diagrams with planning ob-

jectives and constraints. The extension is constructed with the application of standard

UML Profile extension mechanism [55]. I have formulated a mathematical formulae to

determine the required effort for implementing a Use case model element based on the

popular Use-case point estimation method (UCPM) [56]. With this information fusion
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and the formulated equation semi-automatic model-driven planning can be exploited

from UML artefacts applying the previous results (C2.2-3). Additionally, I developed

a graph transformation to create an AoN graph (Activity-on-Node) from the schedule

in order to make schedule visualization possible in popular project planning tools such

as [57]. [E9, E14, E11, E8]

C2.5 I have constructed a generic extension of UML-based specification with business ob-

jectives, which are expressed with the Goal-oriented Requirements Language to form a

common, consistent repository for both development and management. This information

fusion enables easy alignment of system requirements with business needs. Moreover, it

also enables automatic schedule generation applying the previous results (C2.2-4). [E9,
E14, E11, E8]

2.2.1 Mathematical Precise Formulation of Agile Iteration Scheduling

Generally, iteration scheduling (SAI ) aims at determining a feasible fine-grained plan for the develop-
ment that schedules the implementation of selected features within an iteration (S – task-to-developer
assignments (A)) [38]. The optimized version of the iteration scheduling problem can be derived by
selecting the extreme-valued schedule from the potentially feasible alternatives. This problem can be
considered as a representative of RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED PROJECT SCHEDULING problem
(RCPSP), in which the resource allocation consists in assigning time intervals to the execution of the
activities (realization tasks) while taking into account both temporal constraints (precedences between
tasks) and resource constraints (resource availability) and the minimal execution time objective [58].

Iteration planning is usually a complex task due to the following typical constraints (i.e. CI ): 1) prece-

dences (P – temporal precedences between realizations), 2) balancing resource workloads (R – avoiding
resources overloading), 3) effort (w – effort for implementing of each task), 4) pre-assignment (a –
manual assignment of the appropriate developer to some tasks) and 5) iteration length (lI – deadline of
iteration end to provide staged-delivery).

In traditional approaches, scheduling is usually carried out by a project scheduling software package
(e.g. [57]) that helps coping with constraints and objectives. These approaches require manual con-
struction and take relatively long time (several hours) they are too heavyweight for IDP (particularly in
agile environments) therefore often omitted. However without adequate decision-support they are man-
aged informally (implicitly and intuitively) whose inherent discrepancies must be resolved during team’s
meetings [36, 38]. Informal approaches work well in smaller projects, however as the size and com-
plexity increases scheduling becomes a very complex process and advocates tool support [59, 60]. More
formally, we can say that the design space of agile iteration scheduling is made up of the previous factors
(A,P,R,w,a, lI,S) – in short: (A,CI ,S) – , and its objective is to find an optimal mapping of

SAI : (A,CI)→ S (2)
while it considers minimal execution time objective.

2.2.2 Experimental Validation of Contribution 2

To evaluate the C2.1, C2.2 and C2.3 parts of my contribution, first I carried out a post mortem analysis on
four real-life representative data sets extracted from a software development company [52]. Additionally,
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a longitudinal experiment (a case study) was carried out to evaluate the C2.4 and C2.5 parts of my
contribution on a real-life software planning situation. The pilot project was the whole module of a real-
life application that is developed by [52]. Although every agile development process implementation
is different, the applied software process at the selected company can be regarded as typical in terms
of organization size (6 − 8 developers), applied agile methods (Scrum-like development process) and
techniques (XP development practices). At this organization, the iteration scheduling process is made
up of the typical agile planning steps (see Sec.2.2.1). The analysis goal was to compare the manually
constructed informal and the semi-automatically constructed optimized approaches using the same input
variables.

Additionally, I also carried out simulations on 480 generated representative data sets – by varying param-
eters of the iteration problem (see Sec. 2.2.1: effort for developing technical tasks (w), resource capacities
(R), iteration capacity (c), iteration length (lIk) and precedences (P)) – to get an insight into the perfor-
mance and quality of the presented approach and to filter out the statistical staggering of different agile
iteration planning problems.

Post Mortem Analysis and Computational Experiments for C2.1, C2.2 and C2.3
During validation the following key questions were addressed:

How does optimization-based iteration scheduling compare with informal one in terms of

- C2Q1: resource workload over time? (i.e. dynamics ofR);
- C2Q2: quality of the plans? (i.e. lI is not exceeded and P are dealt with automatically) and
- C2Q3: feasibility of the plans? (i.e. workload ofR)

The simulations demonstrated how the method could easily handle precedence constraints, significantly
improve load balancing of resources (cca. 4− 5×), produce higher quality and lower-risk feasible sched-
ule, and finally, provide improved support in decision making for development teams (c.f. C2Q1).

As a result, in terms of coefficient variation (i.e. normalized measure of dispersion), the optimization-
based scheduling provides ≈ 4 − 5× a more balanced resource workload over time contrary to the
intuitive method (c.f. C2Q1). The algorithmic method easily resolves the complex decision situation –
as it handles precedences between tasks and avoids resource workloads – contrary to the historical case
where these are managed intuitively during daily meeting. As a consequence these two capabilities of
the algorithmic method ensure higher quality and lower-risk feasible plans in contrast to the historical
case (c.f. C2Q2-3). The simulation on the artificially generated representative data sets reinforced the
findings of the post mortem analysis.

The results of experiments on representative real-life data sets and the numerous representative data set
(480 different cases) indicate in the same way that my approach provides practical value as a decision
support method for agile environments.

Case Study for C2.4 and C2.5
A case study was carried out to evaluate my elaborated method (C2.4, C2.5) on a real-life software
planning situation [61]. The pilot project was a whole module of a real-life application that is developed
by [52].

To validate my elaborated method I stated the following hypotheses:
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- C2H1: The elaborated method (and tool) with the formulation of software requirements metrics,

planning constraints and objectives as RCPSP enables improved production (i.e. less manual

work) in project iteration planning contrary to the traditional and mainly manual method.;
- C2H2: The elaborated method supports what-if analysis by different parameterizing of the schedul-

ing algorithm which leads to improved decision support (i.e. choose from several alternatives) in

iteration planning decisions.;
- C2H3: The elaborated method with the derivation of iteration plans from requirements specifica-

tion leads to precise requirement’s level tracing.;
- C2H4: Fusioning of requirements metrics, project planning constraints and objectives leads to

improved efficiency in project execution in addition to less synchronization and documentation

overhead.; and
- C2H5: Derivation of AISP from software requirement specification enables improved production

in project planning contrary to the application of the traditional, mainly manual, project planning

method.

This case study demonstrated that how the method could 1) significantly accelerate project scheduling
production (> 50%), 2) provide improved support in decision making, 3) supply precise Use case level
requirement’s tracing, and this method enabled 4) more than 10% increase in project execution’s ef-
ficiency, and 5) more than 50% growth in planning efficiency in addition to less synchronization and
documentation overhead.

2.2.3 Practical Implementation for the Experimental Validation

To promote experimental validation, I extended the SERPATM web application with conceptual model of
iteration planning (c.f. C2.1) at [52]. Additionally, I also implemented an iteration planning algorithm
(c.f. C2.2-3), namely lscap, as a part of my PROPASTM Matlab toolbox. These tools were used during
the simulations. Moreover, a special integrated scheduling tool, named PYTHIA PROJECT PLANNERTM

prototypic software, was also implemented with the UML2 technology on the Eclipse platform [62, 63].
This tool was used to support the case study.

2.3 Contribution 3

The following subsection draws up my novel concepts, models and algorithms for agile distributed release
planning. This elaborated method necessitates ≈ 14 − 18× less intensive communication and coordi-
nation needs and can provide 40% better utilization of resources comparing to the traditional distributed
agile release planning approaches. (This contribution is detailed in the Chapter 6 of the dissertation.)

In the following, first my contribution is described, then its validation is presented, and finally some
practical implementation remarks can be found.

C3: I have elaborated a novel method (namely Feature Partitioning Method) for distributed
agile release planning to improve efficiency and effectiveness in release-centered deci-
sions in distributed agile environments. [C4, A1, E13, C3]

C3.1 I have defined Feature Architectural Similarity Analysis (FASA) analytic method to
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determine architectural similarities between features (deliverable functional and non-

functional requirements) that can be exploited to identify features that are implemented

in the similar sets of software modules. [C4, A1, C3]

C3.2 I have defined a Feature Chunk Construction method – by formulating a Feature Chunk

Construction optimization problem (FCCP) – that rules the distribution of development

work across sites considering minimization of communication and coordination needs

among the dispersed teams. The main novelty of my approach lies in the mathemati-

cal precise formulation of the problem. The elaborated problem formulation is solved

with edge cutting minimization optimization model (MINIMUM K-CUT) of graph parti-

tioning. With this approach, by arranging development work according to the identified

partitions, the communication needs and coordination complexity of the distributed team

can be significantly decreased. [C4]

2.3.1 Mathematical Precise Formulation of Distributed Extension of Agile Release Planning

Distributed extension of agile release planning (AF ) can be defined as a decision making process, where
the goal is to determine an feasible feature chunk assignment to each distributed team before the local
agile release planning is carried out. The optimized version of this problem can be derived by selecting
the extreme-valued plan from the potentially feasible alternatives. This problem can be considered as a
representative of MINIMUM CUT graph partitioning problem that requires finding a set of edges (com-
munication paths) between vertices (teams) whose removal would partition the graph into connected
components (feature partitions) [64]. The minimization objective reflects the aim of minimizing the in-
tensity of communication and synchronization needs in order to minimize their negative effects – such
as reduced team productivity, increased production interval, increased communication cost and difficult
process control across distributed teams [43, 41, 65, 66].

Feature chunks (W∗) are usually identified according to their cohesiveness from the standpoint of ar-

chitectural impact. The higher the cohesiveness between features, the stronger the need to group those
features together. To identify cohesiveness between features, I introduce a binary relation between fea-
tures (W) and software modules (M), called ImplementedIn (⊗), to express the fact that a given
feature is implemented in a given software module. My goal is to group those features which are to be
implemented in the similar set of software modules, i.e. they require similar architectural impact. With
this approach, arranging development work (features) according to the identified feature chunks, it can
significantly decrease the communication needs and coordination complexity of the distributed team (T ).
Traditionally, the feature chunk composition is manually accomplished that requires relatively long time
(several hours) and the optimality objective (partitioning the features into k cohesive chunks) hardly can
be realized. More formally, we can say that the design space of feature distribution is made up of the
previous factors (W,M, T ,⊗,W∗), and its objective is to find an optimal k-partitioning of

AF : (W,M, T ,⊗)→W∗ (3)

2.3.2 Experimental Validation of Contribution 3

To validate my contribution, I carried out a post mortem analysis on seven real-life representative data
sets extracted from a software development company [52]. Although every agile development process
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implementation is different, the applied software process at the selected company can be regarded as
typical in terms of organization size (18 developers), applied agile methods (Scrum-like development
process) and techniques (XP development practices). At this organization, the release scheduling process
is made up of the typical agile planning steps. The fix-membered teams worked in different locations, so
they could not see or speak often in person that resulted from geographical separation. Communication
was mostly based on video conferences, phone calls and emails; since all developers were Hungarians,
there was no language, cultural or time zone barriers. The goal of analysis was to compare the manual
and the optimized approaches using the same input variables.

Additionally, I also carried out simulations on 360 generated representative data sets – by varying pa-
rameters of the iteration problem (see Sec. 2.3.1: feature counts (W), team settings (T ) and module
relatedness (⊗)) – to get an insight into the performance and quality of the presented approach and to
filter out the statistical staggering of different agile iteration planning problems.

Post Mortem Analysis and Computational Experiments
During validation the following key questions were addressed:

How does Feature Partitioning Method can be compared with the intuitive one in terms of

- C3Q1: communication and coordination needs? (i.e. ∇CCI = f(φI , φR));
- C3Q2: resource workload? (i.e. ∇Res = f(R)); and
- C3Q3: feasibility of the plans? (i.e. workload ofR)

As a result, in the optimized case: 1) can break down the development work into cohesive feature chunks
such a way that the dispersed teams are roughly working on the same set of modules. Therefore, com-
munications predominately occur within grouped and jointly implemented features rather than between
grouped features; 2) necessitates ∇CCI ≈ 14 − 18× less intensive communication and coordination
needs than the intuitive ones (c.f. C3Q1); 3) can provide ∇Res = 40% better utilization of resources
that can provide lower implementation risk and more economical resource exploitation by decreasing
resource over- and underload respectively (c.f. C3Q2); and 4) can provide higher quality feature distri-
bution plans with the utilization of semi-automatic production of feature chunks, which makes it possible
to re-partition the features any time within seconds in order to support what-if analysis or to adapt the
plan to the continuously changing situations of agile environments (c.f. C3Q3). The simulation on the
artificially generated representative data sets reinforced the findings of the post mortem analysis.

The results of experiments on representative real-life data sets and the numerous representative data set
(360 different cases) indicate in the same way that my approach provides practical value as a decision
support method for distributed agile environments.

2.3.3 Practical Implementation for the Experimental Validation

To promote experimental validation, I implemented the Kernighan-Lin (KL) graph partitioning method [67,
68] as a part of my PROPASTM Matlab toolbox. This tool was used to support the simulations.
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3 Practical Use

The targeted problems were specified, and the applied methodology was worked out in the frame of
the Pythia research project4 [73]. The Integrated Agile Planning Approach (IAPA) methodology was
successfully used in several projects at a large international bank.

The scope of Pythia project also included the demonstration of the industrial applicability of the theoret-
ical results through my three prototypes:

- SERPATM prototype: I realized a MS SharePoint-based web application [74, 52]. SharePoint is
browser-based collaboration and a document-management platform, and its capability includes
creating different lists. The previously constructed release and iteration information models were
implemented as SharePoint lists. Thus, the portal was targeted as a collaborative workspace for
developers, and a tool for the management to collect all planning information. With this web-
based tool, developers can break-down features into technical tasks, indicate precedences, set effort
estimation, status of tasks/defect corrections, and they also can share this information to facilitate
communication. This prototype is actually a complete software. It is used in everyday basis for
many years at a software developer company for project planning and monitoring5.

- PROPASTM prototype: I have implemented the presented release and iteration scheduling and par-
titioning algorithms in Matlab to support managerial decisions based on data collected through the
Serpa site [54]. My PROPASTM toolbox not only contains the implemented planning, scheduling
and partitioning algorithms, but involves graph theoretical and visualization capabilities also6.

- PYTHIA PROJECT PLANNERTM prototype: I7 have implemented a special integrated scheduling
approach with the UML2 technology on the Eclipse platform [62, 63]. I have chosen the popu-
lar Profile mechanism of UML2 to inject planning information to UML models and finally, XML
input were produced by this tool for a popular project scheduling tool [57]. My contribution re-
garded to the specification, the design, and partly the implementation (information model and the
scheduling algorithms) of the system. This prototype not only involves scheduling capabilities but
also includes decision support capabilities based on Bayesian belief networks (BBN) technology
for representing and analyzing causal models involving uncertainty. It provides a set of tools for
constructing probabilistic inference and decision support systems on BBNs8.

The effectiveness and efficiency of the approach are supported with empirical evidence from two indus-
trial case studies ([E9]) and three post-mortem simulations on different representative data sets ([C5,
E13, C6]). The results of experiments on representative real-life data sets and representative case study
indicate that my approach can provide practical value as a decision support method for planning of agile
software development projects.

Finally, I believe that my contributions of this research fit to SEMAT’s endeavor with providing sound
theory and methodical support to the agile software release and iteration planning field of software engi-
neering.

4The development is supported in part by the GVOP grant (GVOP-3.3.3-05/1.-2005-05-0046/3.0). The solution is also im-
plemented by the Multilogic Ltd [52] and OptXware Llc. [69]. Validation of the case study results are performed at Multilogic
Ltd [52], and the simulation data sets were gained from the IT department of Hungarian Post [70], IT department at Hungarian Tax
and Financial Control Administration (APEH) [71], Prolan Corp. [72] and from Multilogic Ltd [52].

5The prototype is applied at Multilogic Ltd.
6https://bitbucket.org/aszoke/matlab or http://www.kese.hu/
7The implementation was carried out with the cooperation of Multilogic Ltd, and OptXware Llc.
8The BBN-based decision support capabilities was developed in the cooperation of Multilogic and the Intelligent Systems

Research Group of Measurements and Information System Department at Budapest University of Technology and Economics [75].
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